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Fantasy World Caverns – 2015
The July meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was held at Fantasy World Caverns on the 14th. We were to
meet at the cave at 6 pm with the cave tour at 7 pm. Gary and I arrived with Travis and Kathy, Derek
and Brandon Zumwalt. Chairman Ken Long was already there, visiting with the owner of the cave, Curtis
Whitman. It wasn’t long before the rest of the entourage appeared: Cliff Gill, Krista Bartel, Linda Marg,
Dwight, Rosie and Karen Weaver. We had a total of eleven members and four guests.
The meeting was short and sweaty. So we proceeded into the cave and the coolness. Before we entered the cave, Curtis had briefed us on how to behave in the cave. One thing I remember was not to be
shining a flashlight all around on the tour in. Well, let me tell you, there were a lot of flashlights shining
up walls, down walls and in the water…… But Curtis just kept talking as we were going down the passage. I do remember him saying we could take pictures of anything but the Native American skeletons. I
was glad to see that everyone adhered to that. So I know there was no “total deafness” involved in this
trip.
I will say that we had a good group. At one point, Ken was very interested in the “round room,” if
only to harass a certain grotto secretary. There were also several people trying to get others to stand
under the drips. Believe me, we had a lot of drips in the cave, and not all of them were coming from the
ceiling…. Curtis did some of the typical things like turning the lights out to show how dark it was in the
cave. Dwight did some reminiscing about the time when he managed the cave as Enchanted Caverns.
Gary’s Dad used to run around in the cave when he was young. It was Stark’s Caverns at that time. So
there’s some special ties with this cave.
Some of our members did try to stir things up with some of the usual tour cave questions. That would
be Kerry and Ken… The end of the line on the way out was Ken but sometimes Gary was the end. At
least, we didn’t lose anyone. Curtis had asked several times during the tour which way was out and was
anyone lost. I think he was testing us. We exited the cave into the heat of the evening and said our farewells. Life is good…. – Alberta Zumwalt
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The Hoary Bat

By FRANCIS SKALICKY
Missouri Department of Conservation

Posted Jul. 31, 2015 at 9:00 AM
Species: Hoary bat
Scientific name: Lasiurus cinereus
Nicknames: none
Claim to fame:
The hoary bat is one of the largest bats found in Missouri (and in North America, as well). It is a seldom-seen bat and. One place you’ll seldom find hoary bats is in caves; these bats roost in trees.
Species status:
Hoary bats are found throughout Missouri in the summer and are one of the most widespread bats in
North America. It has been found in every state in the United States except Alaska, but many experts
presume it lives there, too, since it’s known to live in many parts of Canada.
First discovered:
The first scientific description of the hoary bat was written by the French naturalist Ambrose Marie
Francois Joseph Palistol de Beauvois in 1796.
Family matters:
Hoary bats belong to the mammal family Vespertilionidae, a group otherwise known as the plainnose
bats. Bats in this family have plain, un-modified muzzles.
Length:
A hoary bat’s body is more than five inches in length. Their wingspan is up to 17 inches.
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Diet:
Hoary bats feed heavily on moths, but do consume other flying insects as well.
Weight:
A hoary bat’s weight ranges from slightly under one ounce to a little more than one ounce.
Distinguishing characteristics: Thick, soft hair covers much of the body. This fur is brownish-red in
color and is silver-tipped, giving the bat a “frosted” appearance. Hoary bats are not found in caves
during any part of their annual life cycle. They spend their days hanging among the protective foliage
of trees and their nights hunting. The area under their roosts must be unobstructed by limbs or other objects so that the bats will have an easy drop at the beginning of their flight. Like most other species of bats, hoary bats take flight by dropping from a higher perch and scooping air under their outspread wings. Bats who fall to the ground as a result of being disturbed rarely can hop high enough to
become airborne. They usually die from starvation, exposure or predation. Unlike some other species of bats, hoary bats are primarily solitary creatures although they’ve been known to hunt in
groups at night.
Life span:
It’s presumed to be six to seven years.
Habitat:
Hoary bats have been found in both deciduous and coniferous forests.
Life cycle:
Breeding occurs in autumn, which, in the hoary bat’s case, is the same time the species is migrating south to warmer climates. Hoary bats do not hibernate in caves. Instead, they migrate to temperate coastal regions where they over-winter in tracts of timber. Though the females are impregnated
in the fall, they don’t give birth until the following spring. (As is the case with most species of bats,
the sperm lies dormant in the females during the winter.) Hoary bats usually have two offspring. Unlike some other species, female hoary bats do not form “maternity colonies,” but roost singly with
their young. The young are born in the spring or early summer (usually May to July) and are able to
fly in three to four weeks.
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Researchers explore Devil’s Well for first time in
30 years.

Posted: Tuesday, July 7, 2015 11:00 am | Updated: 11:03 am, Tue Jul 7, 2015.
Andrew Sheeley

Cave explorers with the Cave Research Foundation entered Devil’s Well June 25 at the invitation of the
National Park Service to conduct a proof of concept exploration of the site, as well as to monitor the
cave’s vast underground chamber.
It was the first time in over 30 years that human eyes bore witness to the interior of Devil’s Well and
braved the various hazards to entering its subterranean chasm.
Devil’s Well is a unique karst formation in Shannon County off Highway KK and a feature of the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways. It was formed thousands of years ago when a sinkhole partially collapsed,
creating a narrow 100 foot deep shaft straight down into the earth.
At the bottom of the shaft is an underground lake measuring 400 feet long and 100 feet wide with a
depth in some spots of 100 feet. It is the largest known underground lake in Missouri.
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“I don’t know if you could fit a battleship down there (which is how Devil’s Well has been described through the years) but you could definitely fit
a destroyer, or probably a submarine, too,” says Scott House, the Operations Manager onsite for the Cave Research Foundation

The goal of the exploration was to demonstrate that regular monitoring on Devil’s Well can take place
using modern caving techniques through a proof of concept operation.
Devil’s Well is already known to be home to such rare creatures as the Salem Cave Crayfish and Southern Cave Fish, according to House. It is also suspected the cavern may host Pipistrelle Bats and Grotto
Salamanders. Enabling more monitoring will help allow for a better understanding of the fragile cave
ecosystem and aid in local conservations efforts.
“We are very excited to host this operation so the Cave Research Foundation can bring their technical
expertise to monitor Devil’s Well,” says Dena Matteson, public information officer with the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. “We look forward to future opportunities to gain a better understanding of the
site through additional monitoring.”
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The cavers sent to complete the research are some of the best in the entire country.
“We have the A-Team here that is for sure. You could not find seven more qualified people if you tried,"
House said of the exploration team.
The seven members of the team have a combined 150 years of experience caving in karst systems
around the world.
They needed every bit of courage and knowhow to enter into Devil’s Well. The team was divided into
two groups, Mark Andrich and Rick Haley stayed on the surface to administer the drop zone and monitor safety, while Dan Lamping, Tony Schmitt, Robert Lerch, Joe Sikorski and Mike Tennant all descended into Devil’s Well.
There were many logistical hurdles that had to be overcome before entering the cave.
First and foremost was the 100-foot drop straight down.

The cavers used a single rope technique to repel into Devil’s Well. This technique had never before been used to traverse the Devil’s Well shaft. When Bob Wallace originally entered the
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the cave in 1954 he was lowered in by his brother Bill using a hand-wench while sitting in a bosun’s chair.
Exasperating the climb, however, is that descending the rope had to be done through a chilled waterfall,
potentially numbing hands and making grips slick.
Several waterfalls feed the hydrologic system of Devil’s Well, some as high as 75 feet. The water from the
cave works its way through underground passages and emerges at Cave Spring on the Current River.
The information panels at Devils Well warn that anyone falling unprepared into the lake’s waters will die
within minutes of hypothermia and a lack of surface to crawl on.
First, rappellers placed mountain-climbing clips into the ropes. A water tub was placed under the waterfall
to briefly halt the flow. Inflatable rafts into which the team members could land were placed at the end of
the rope.
Tony Schmitt was the first down and reports the maneuver was easier said than done.
“There was a really strong current in the water which we didn’t expect,” Schmitt said upon returning to the
surface. “As soon as I got in the raft I went about 40 feet instantly and had to start paddling. It was scary
for a minute because no one has been down there in so long, you know, it’s dark and you don’t know
what’s in there.”
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In spite of the challenges in entering the cave, all five members successfully rappelled into the rafts without incident. The only hitch came when a pale had to be lowered in so the rafts could have water from
the waterfall bucketed out of them.
While in Devil’s Well, no radio communication could take place, requiring only nonverbal communication between the researchers.
A rendezvous time was set for the underground team to return to the ropes. During that time of radio silence, the surface team could only wait and hope the echoes bellowing from the earth were those of joy
and not terror.

Among those who watched the operation was Jerry Vineyard, 80, one of the original researchers who
studied the cave in the 1950s and discovered the connection between Cave Spring and Devil’s Well.
“If I was a little bit younger I would probably be going in today,” Vineyard said as he watched the team
members climb into the giant hole.
Vineyard was the only person onsite who had previously been in Devil’s Well. While the cavers were
busy at work underground, Vineyard shed light into how the cave earned its frightening name.

The Speleograph

“There is a certain amount of terror associated with it,” Vineyard says. “It’s cold, windy, dark,
noisy… and if you fell in you wouldn’t get out.”

Vineyard was also quick to say that the cave was just as beautiful as it was frightening
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“We saw strange and wondrous things,” Vineyard said, quoting those who discovered King Tut’s tomb in
1922. “We planned for it for some time. It’s breath-taking. Every cave is different. This one is a big lake
at the bottom of a hole, which is very unique. I can still remember the amazement of seeing the roof from
inside. It was an absolutely overwhelming experience.”
Vineyard also joked he didn’t have the luxury of a staging platform or inflatable rafts when he went in,
but instead lowered heavy aluminum canoes to the bottom without knowing whether his team would ever
be able to pull them out again. All he had to light the way were the flames of a carbide lamp as well.

After several hours of exploring June 25, the five cavers climbed the ropes to the surface with a fresh collection of photographs and a once-in-a-lifetime experience.
“The operation went perfectly,” says House. “It went as good as we could imagine and better. By proving
this technique and getting the bugs worked out, we can enable further monitoring.”
House also reports his team thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
“They were very excited and pumped, although the rest of us probably would not have found it too enjoyable.”
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Kiesewetter Cave trip
Oct. 25th, 2015. The trip was set for 12:30 pm. Since it had been a long time since we had been
there, I emailed Ken Long to get directions. Gary and I set out around 10:30 am with instructions in
hand. We were doing fine until it said ‘cross the river and turn right.’ We drove down the road and decided that it was not the way we had gone before. So we turned around and went back and turned right
on the second road. This took us to a road closed sign. I called Ken for help. This road would have taken us to the right place but the road was impassible before you get to the cave. So we had to go back to
the road that we were on the first time. So back we went and joined the small group at the parking
place. Ken was there with David & Nate Bassett, Gary Braman & Cammie Graves. Nate was anxious to

get into the cave. Ken told him that we had to wait until everyone arrived. Following soon after, Christen & Peyton Easter, Kyle & Kaitlyn Miller arrived. When Cliff Gill drove up, Nate told him, “I’m glad
you got here!” All here. Time to gear up.
Coveralls. One leg in, shoe gets stuck in second leg. Take shoe off, pull foot out, shoe still stuck in
leg. Finally, shoe out of leg. Put foot back in. Pull up coveralls. One arm in. Need help on second arm.
Help from Gary Z. Not able to zip up coveralls. Help. Gary Z. finally gets arms pulled back out. I
struggled to get both legs out. Throw coveralls back in truck. I grabbed a quilted flannel shirt, my gloves
and hardhat. Ready to go.
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We formed a line and began the walk to the cave. Ken said it was approximately 160 ft. up to the entrance. In front of the cave, we all lined up and Cliff took a “before” picture of the group. At the entrance, Ken talked about the gate and some of the history of the cave. He said it was approximately
52 ft. from the gate to the first room. So, here we go. Crawling through a little mud and water to the
first room. Gary B. brought up the rear, keeping an eye on us old people. From there, Ken took us all
up into an area that he said had a surprise for us. Everyone was instructed to turn out their lights and
then to turn them back on to view a beautiful formation area. Gary Z. took pictures. We did see one
bat flying here but couldn’t tell what kind it was. Christen was going to lead the group back to the
Birth Canal, while Ken took Gary Z. and me to the Formation Room, where Ken ended up on his butt!
He didn’t see that coming….. Gary Z. took more pictures but didn’t get one of Ken on his butt!
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We headed for the entrance, made the crawl out and waited outside of the cave for the rest of the
group. We did see one salamander in the area just inside the gate. When everyone was accounted for,
Cliff took the “after” picture. I can assure you that the pictures will be totally different….. Christen
reported seeing 16 bats with no evidence of WNS. We had an uneventful walk back down to the vehicles, where everyone worked on changing their muddy clothes. It was a good trip. We saw lots of
beautiful formations. We thank Ken for his efforts in organizing this trip. Hopefully, he didn’t leave butt
prints in the cave! – Alberta Zumwalt
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LOOKING BACK TO 1996 -- WHAT WE’VE ACCOMPLISHED
By Dwight Weaver
Lest we forget where we’ve been and how far we have come in the recording of Missouri caves,
I offer the following assessment written August 4, 1996, when the Missouri Department of
Natural Resources held an “Open House” to celebrate our accomplishments. The latter half of
the 20th century is a period now regarded as the “Golden Age of Missouri Caving.” At that
time, I was the Public Information Officer for DNR’s Division of Geology and Land Survey
and wrote the following for that occasion. Updating of some information presented in this article is given at the conclusion.

Missouri Caves to be Part of DNR Open House
By Dwight Weaver
In 1990, when Missouri celebrated the “Year of the Cave” and the recording of 5,000 caves for
the state, it was hard to believe that any additional caves might be left to locate, name and record. But the Missouri cave count continues to increase according to cave data compiled by the
Missouri Department of Natural Resources.
“We have more than 5,500 caves on record at the present time and the number will
probably reach 6,000 by the year 2000,” said Assistant State Geologist Jerry Vineyard, who has
worked for DNR’s Division of Geology and Land Survey (DGLS) since 1963.
“The rate at which we are recording caves in the 1990s has slowed from the 1960s, 70s
and 80s when we were recording them at the rate of 150 or more per years,” said Vineyard.
“But the decline does not reflect a lack of caves that need to be located and recorded. It is because the cavers who belong to the Missouri Speleological Survey (MSS), and who contribute
information to the Master Cave Files maintained by DGLS, are doing more detailed mapping
and research on existing caves. Some of the cave systems are very large, extremely complex,
and miles in length. They are very labor intensive, giving cavers less time to search out new
caves.
“While we continually add caves, we must also delete some of them,” Vineyard said.
“Caves are continually being lost to highway construction, and industrial and residential development. It is surprising how often caves are bulldozed shut, collapsed or filled in to accommodate urbanization and the infrastructure needed to support it.”
The MSS is a private coalition of Missouri cave exploration and research groups who
work closely with DNR. They have been responsible for 90 percent of the state’s cave locating,
naming and mapping since 1956 when the state had fewer than 500 known caves. The department’s Division of Geology and Land Survey acts as a repository for their cave data.
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The agreement between DGLS and the MSS that has resulted in the massive repository
of cave data was established almost 40 years ago. The files began as several 3-ring binder notebooks containing some skimpy cave information. Today, they occupy 14 legal-size, 5-drawer
cabinets, plus a large stack of map cabinets that hold more than 2,000 cave maps.
Managing the cave files has been one of Vineyard’s extra duties since the very day he began working for the Survey, so he knows the records well. His special interest in caves makes
the task a pleasure rather than a chore. But the person who actually enters most of the data and
does the greatest amount of paperwork required to keep the files current is Sharon Hankins, a
clerk steno at DGLS. She has been working with the cave files since 1984.
“Information for the files comes from many sources,” said Hankins. “The data includes
newspaper clippings, magazine articles, and excerpts from books, postcards, technical reports,
maps and photographs. We accept information in any form because ALL OF IT is important.
People send us letters, faxes, handwritten and typewritten reports, and call us on the telephone.
Many people are interested in caves. We get many requests for information about Missouri
caves, especially from land owners, teachers, students, scientists and cavers. A lot of the material we receive is unique, so the files contain many documents that have historical value and are
irreplaceable.”
Missouri is fortunate to have many cave owners who are careful custodians of the natural resources on their land, particularly caves. Private land owners often provide DGLS with
cave information, request help in getting their caves explored and surveyed, and take pride in
the beauty of their caves. Cave owners who have endangered species such as bats and cavefish
in their caves are especially helpful in seeing that their caves are protected and, if needed, gated
to provide additional protection.
Caves have been important to Missourians from prehistoric times to the modern day.
That the Indians used caves is a well-documented fact. Graham Cave in Graham Cave State
Park, which is managed by DNR’s Division of State Parks, contains prehistoric artifacts discarded by the Indians more than 10,000 years ago.
During the early 1800s Missouri caves were mined for saltpeter for the manufacture of
gunpowder and used for the storage, cooling and aging of beer, wine and cheese. In the early
1900s, before the advent of air-conditioning, they were profitable locations for theaters, dancehalls and beer gardens. The first Missouri show caves were also developed around the turn of
the 20th century. Today, caves are recognized more for their natural resource, educational, recreational and show cave values than anything else.
“The Department of Natural Resources and other state agencies need cave data,” said
Jim Williams, State Geologist and director of the Division of Geology and Land Survey. “To
protect caves and their natural resource values, we need to know
where caves are, how large they are, and how far they extend beneath the surface. We
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need to know the boundaries of their watershed, and what kind of archaeological, biological,
cultural, paleontological and geological values they possess. When developers and engineers
plan to build a highway or subdivision, construct sewage treatment facilities, or establish commercial or industrial sites they have to consider what impact their activities will have on any
caves that exist in the area slated for development. It is also necessary to consider what kind of
hazards the caves might present to people or the stability of roads and buildings should they be
constructed over the caves. Groundwater quality is another important matter. Caves are part
of the recharge system for our groundwater supplies. Pollution that gets into caves can contaminate groundwater and the aquifers that supply our public and private water wells. Many
caves also serve as habitats for federal- and state-listed endangered species.”
The Missouri Legislature recognized the unique importance of Missouri caves in 1980
by passing the Cave Resources Act. The Act, sponsored by well-known Representative Jerry
McBride, forbids the wanton destruction or defacing of caves and their contents, and recognized the critical role caves play in groundwater quality.
According to Vineyard, cavers have spent a substantial amount of time doing cave resource inventory work for state and federal agencies in recent years to provide information for
cave management plans. Deep penetration cave research requires teamwork and highly skilled
people. It is time consuming, difficult and challenging. Ninety-eight percent of it is done by
volunteers who enjoy the tough challenges that caving presents.
Another factor influencing the activities of Missouri’s organized cavers is the changing
nature of cave ownership and management. “Thirty years ago most Missouri caves were privately owned and there was little demand for cave management strategies. Today, nearly 20 percent of the recorded caves in the state are owned and managed by federal and state agencies
who are required to develop comprehensive cave management plans for their caves,” said
Vineyard.
More than 400 caves can be found just on lands owned and managed by the Missouri
departments of Natural Resources and Conservation. Other agencies with a substantial number of caves on their land in Missouri include the National Park Service, the U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Department of Defense, and the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. There are also a
number of conservation groups that are involved in cave acquisition and management. Many
of these agencies and environmental groups rely upon data stored in the DGLS cave files.
They also depend upon the expertise of members of the MSS to explore, map, photograph,
and study their caves for the data needed to develop practical and effective cave management
plans.
“The hunt for new caves to add to the existing list will no doubt continue for many decades,” predicts Vineyard. “Every year new and often astonishing discoveries
are made in Missouri caves, sometimes even in well-known caves that people have been visiting
for a long time. It is the possibility for making new discoveries and
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going where nobody has gone before that motivates many of Missouri’s dedicated cavers.
During September 1996 the Missouri Speleological Survey will celebrate its 40th anniversary at the DGLS headquarters. The occasion will commemorate four decades of cooperation
between MSS and DGLS in the inventory, study, and protection of Missouri cave resources.
On September 17, 1996, the Department of Natural Resources will also hold an Open
House at its DGLS headquarters and the neighboring National Guard Armory on Fairgrounds
Road in Rolla. The event will be open to the public from 2:30 to 7:30 p.m. The occasion will
feature numerous displays and activities focusing upon the protection of Missouri’s underground environment.
“Many of the things that we do in our everyday life can impact the underground environment,” said Mimi Garstang, deputy director of DGLS. “How we dispose of our solid and
liquid waste, even our unwanted household materials such as paint, oil and cleansing agents,
can mean the difference between good water and bad water. Underground storage tanks must
be constructed properly so they do not leak hazardous substances such as chemical and petroleum products that can get into our groundwater. Water wells must also be properly constructed, otherwise they may pipe contaminants from the surface right down into the aquifers that
supply us with drinking water.”
Among the cave-related things to see and do at the Open House will be a display of Ice
Age animal bones; information on the distribution and character of Missouri caves; photos
that highlight the caves, springs and karst features that visitors can enjoy in Missouri state
parks; and an artificial cave that students (and even adults if they’re agile and brave enough) can
crawl through. In the artificial cave the cave crawler will experience near total darkness; get to
meet an experienced caver and learn what kind of equipment and skills are needed to explore
caves safely.
“Caving can be a fun, educational and satisfying activity,” said Jim Yancey, an environmental specialist with the department’s Division of State Parks. “But it can also be hazardous,
both to the people caving and to the cave resources itself. The very nature of caves makes
them difficult and sometimes dangerous for people to enter. They are totally devoid of light,
oftentimes wet, usually cold, sometimes very complex and tight, and often have deep holes or
drop-offs into which people can fall. Cavers should always wear a good helmet, have at least
three sources of light, dress appropriately, tell someone where they are going and when they
will return, and be properly trained in caving techniques by knowledgeable instructors.”
Yancey is an experienced caver and will be on hand during Open House to
demonstrate his equipment and teach would-be cavers the reasons for the caver’s
motto “Take nothing but pictures, leave nothing but footprints (and sometimes not even that!),
and kill nothing but time.”
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Another cave-related educational opportunity will focus upon caves as a habitat for wild-

“Caves are a very fragile natural environment with rare and sensitive life forms, precariously balanced ecosystems and delicate formations,” said Eugene Vale, a naturalist at Onondaga Cave State Park. “Cavers can very easily damage or destroy the cave environment, rare cave
inhabitants and irreplaceable cave formations if they are not careful. How we treat the environment on the surface can also impact the ecosystem inside of a cave.”
Vale, an experienced caver, will also be on hand during Open House to talk about cave
life with emphasis on bats. He will explain how the animals that live in caves, such as certain
species of fish, salamanders, insects and bats, have adapted to the cave environment. A live bat
will be available for people to see.
Onondaga Cave, the showpiece of Onondaga Cave State Park, is one of the largest and
most spectacular show caves in the state. Its operation as a show cave dates to before the St.
Louis World’s Fair held in 1904.
“Show caves are important to Missouri,” said Vale. “Each year nearly a million people
visit show caves in Missouri. There are more than 20 show caves in the state. Three show
caves are operated by DNR within state parks. One is operated by the National Park Service.
The remaining show caves are privately owned. People find them interesting because they are
scenic, educational, historic, entertaining, and so different from the landscape and environment
that one sees on the surface. A trip through a show cave is a whole-body adventure because
you don’t just “see” a cave; you penetrate it, which makes your visit a three-dimensional reality.
There’s nothing else quite like it in everyday life.”
Show caves are so important to Missouri that they are defined by Missouri statute as
“any cave or cavern wherein trails have been created and some type of lighting provided by the
owner or operator for the purpose of exhibition to the general public as a profit or nonprofit
enterprise, wherein a fee is generally collected for entry.” This definition separates show caves
from wild, undeveloped caves. Most of the recorded caves in Missouri are wild caves.
The Mine and Cave Safety Section of the Missouri Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations (DOLIR) inspects all Missouri show caves on an annual basis to secure the health and
safety of the visiting public and employees at the caves.
“The cave and mine data repositories maintained by DGLS are valuable resources for
the cave and mine inspectors,” said Jim Williams. “On July 22, 1996, DGLS and DOLIR cosigned a ‘Memorandum of Cooperation’ that outlines the
common interests and joint public responsibilities of both agencies. The common interests
include the locations and safety of certain types of abandoned mines, various aspects of mine
and cave development and safety training.”
“We have embarked on a special partnership that will reap great rewards in the future,”
said Steve Dunn, Assistant Director of the Mine and Cave Safety Section.
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Within an hour’s drive of Rolla there are hundreds of caves, some of them quite large. The
area even has a new show cave – Onyx Mountain Caverns near St. Roberts – that opened to
the public in 1990. So the theme – Protecting Missouri’s Underground Environment – has real
meaning for residents of the Rolla area.

UPDATE: Since the release of this article in 1996 a number of people mentioned in the article employed at DGLS have retired including the author, Dwight Weaver, Jerry Vineyard, Jim
Williams and Mimi Garstang. The author retired June 1, 2000, and Jerry Vineyard, April 1,
2004. But the cavers are still involved with caves and continue to contribute to the Master Cave
Files.
Land Survey is no longer a segment of the Division of Geology and has been assigned
to the state’s Department of Agriculture. Ron Lather, a member of Lake Ozark Grotto, is a
Land Survey employee.
Vineyard’s prediction that the number of recorded caves for the state would probably
reach 6000 by the year 2000 was realized and the current number of recorded caves stands at
7,000 and counting. The number of cave maps available now exceeds 3,000.
Onyx Mountain Caverns, mentioned as a new show cave in 1996, is no longer a show
cave. The former operator is now deceased and the cave is on land now under the management
of the U. S. Forest Service.
The Master Cave Files are still maintained at the Survey but the material in the filing cabinets has been largely digitized by the MSS over the past 20 years, which has greatly enhanced
its usability, and the digitization continues and has been expanded to include a great deal of information contained in the archives of individual caving groups that are affiliated with the
MSS.
“Every year new and often astonishing discoveries are made in Missouri caves” Vineyard
said, which was and remains a prophetic statement. One of the best examples is the discovery
of River Bluff Cave within the city limits of Springfield, Missouri. Discovered by road construction work on September 11, 2001, the very day that terrorists were destroying the World
Trade Center towers in New York, River Bluff Cave is a unique resource containing more than
half a mile of beautifully decorated passage and a vast accumulation of ice age animal remains
and footprints. Scientists now consider the cave a world-class fossil site, and it may be the oldest fossil cave in North America.
Who knows what other marvelous discoveries await the eyes of Missouri cavers as they
continue to prowl the Missouri underground in the effort to inventory, map and study our
amazing cave resources.
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Missourians bring home NSS Awards at Waynesville Convention
By Jo Schaper
Many Missourians were recognized at the 2015 NSS Convention held July
13-17 in Waynesville, Missouri in the fields of cartography, artistic
design, history, photography and service caves and to the NSS.
For some years the Cartographic Salon has had several entry levels, to
encourage new mappers doing excellent work, without directly competing
with mappers who have 30-40 years of experience. Simply being picked for
display is also considered an award. Winners this year included:
Jeff Crews - Honorable Mention, Carlson Caverns.
Scott House - Merit Award, Main Corridor Sheet, Carlsbad Caverns.
Dan Lamping - Merit Award, Lawrence Hollow Pit Cave.
Chad McCain and Kris Hartmann - Merit Award, Black Fathom River Cave System.
Chad McCain - ribbons for two Illinois caves.
Ben Miller - Merit Award, Bluff Dwellers Cave.
Rich Raber - Chosen for display, Rollins Cave #2, a map he completed in
the 1960s.
Dwight Weaver received the Society's Peter Hauer Spelean History Award,
which is given for outstanding work in the field of cave history.
Dwight's award was a lifetime achievement award for contributions to
Missouri cave history.
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Bryan McAllister, received Best of Show and Caver's Choice for the
Spring MVOR 2015 T-shirt.
In the Symbolic Emblem Salon, he also received a Merit Award for the
Convention Patch and pin,
and the Caver's Choice Award for the Convention Patch.
Derik Holtmann had two photos accepted for show in the photo print
salon, and received a Blue Ribbon for his image of a Bat. Jo Schaper had
5 paintings accepted for show in the Fine Art Salon
and received a certificate of excellence for an acrylic looking down the
hole at Devil's Well.
Jon Beard received a Certificate of Appreciation from President Wm.
Shrewsbury for his tireless work in cave restoration. Jim Huckins and
Rich Raber were awarded Fellows in the Society, and Bill Palmer, former
Missouri State Parks director, received his 50 year NSS pin.
It would be impossible to name the dozens of the Missouri cavers who
helped at the convention, presented a paper, led a field trip, chaired a
session or who was simply in the right place at the right time to get
things done. You all know who you are!
Outstanding efforts above the call of duty needing to be recognized are
Joe and Kris Nicolussi, convention chairs; Alicia Wallace and her MVG
logistics crew coordinating just about everything behind the scenes;
Kirsten Alvey who obtained access permission for hundreds of local caves
and coordinated trips; the numerous folks who made sure almost everyone
who wanted to visit Carroll Cave could do so; Dan Slais (a retired
schoolteacher, geologist, and Onondaga Cave guide) who got his first
taste of organized caving by building the 352 page guidebook from
scratch in 4 months; and Scott House, who educated, edified and
entertained the crowd as the banquet speaker.
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Material removed from the Goodwin Sinkhole and Cave between 2012 and August 31st, 2015

Tons of trash laden
material
None

Tons of trash

Tons of Metal

Tons of tires

Removed in 2012

Tons of clean fill
(estimated)
None

21.88

1.25

7.37

Removed in 2013

350

94.64

7.94

Removed in 2014

2,847.5

48.34

0.65

More stockpiled on
site.
More stockpiled on
site.
More stockpiled on
site.
7.37
Unknown

3,197.50

142.98

31.78

More stockpiled on
site.
More stockpiled on
site.
More stockpiled on
site.
1.25

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Removed in 2015
Tons removed to
date
Remaining.

1.31

# Workdays

# of Volunteers

30 (2012 & 2013)

562 (2012 & 2013)

24 (2014)

150 (2014)

8 (2015)

53 (2015)

62 total

765 total

January 2012 / June 2014
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LOG Fall 2015 Minutes
July 14th, 2015
The July meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at Fantasy World
Caverns, Eldon, MO.
Roll Call. Eleven members present.
The minutes of the June meeting were read and approved.
Goodwin project. Chairman Long read a
letter from Klaus Leidenfrost concerning publicity for Goodwin, including collection jars placed at businesses in the lake area. He said that they had one at the NSS Convention and only had $2.00 collected
as of our meeting. Chairman Long showed some pictures of Goodwin during the recent flooding. He said
he had been out there a few days ago and it was still ½ full of water and real muddy.
Speleograph. Chairman Long asked if everyone looked at the recent issue. He said he had some
minutes in it from last year. Dwight Weaver said the volume number was wrong. Some discussion on
Dwight’s picture.
Grotto website. Chairman Long reminded everyone to check out the new website and see all the work
he has done on it. There is now a current events page to put dates of events on.
The program was a tour of Fantasy World Caverns with the owner, Curtis Whitman.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
August 11th, 2015
The August meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Seven members present.
The minutes of the July meeting were read. Correction to minutes made by Chairman Long: should
read “current invents page” instead of “calendar.” Minutes approved as corrected. Discussion on Goodwin Sink. Chairman Long said he is not sure how much more can be done at the site. Pictures of the sink
in flood were shown.
Chairman Long told how the counter works on the website. He said there will be a special icon for the
Speleograph.
The proposed letter for the MCKC was read, asking that the original founding members be designated
“charter founding members.” The letter will be sent to the MCKC.
The July meeting at Fantasy World Caverns with a cave tour following was attended by: Ken Long,
Dwight & Rosie Weaver, Karen Weaver, Krista Bartel, Kerry & Kira Rowland, Linda Marg, Cliff Gill, Travis
& Kathy Zumwalt, Derek & Brandon, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt.
The Halloween props were discussed. Chairman Long and the Zumwalts will take an inventory of the
items and also photograph them. We will have to decide prices on the items and see if Krista Bartel and
her group want to buy them.
The program was postponed to a later time.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt, Secretary
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Sept. 8th, 2015
The September meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the
Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Nine members present.
The minutes of the August meeting were read and approved.
Halloween props. A list of the Haunted
Cave props was passed out. Krista Bartel wanted to buy the props for use in the event at Onondaga
Cave. Wolf costume $125.00; Pirate $20.00; 2 Halloween hanging lights $20.00; thunder & lightning
sound machine $10.00; 1 tote of rope lights (216 ft. with 11 plug-in cords) $30.00. Total $205.00 with a
suggestion from Gary Zumwalt to make it $200 even. She will also taking the stockade, electric chair, guillotine (and 1 tote of heads), wolf cage, black plastic maze, Harold (plus 2 totes), 1 tote black plastic, 1 tote
bones, 1 tote misc., 1 tote misc. with masks and skeleton gloves, 1 tote (red light bulbs, black light bulbs,
several strands of mini lights, one strand big purple bulbs, and one strand skeleton lights), the large vinyl
sign and the two small vinyl signs.
Speleograph. Dwight Weaver explained the volume and number system for the issues.
LOG Anniversary. Dwight said he needs a full set of minutes from 1997 forward. He questioned
whether people would attend the celebration. His concern was the huge amount of work the publication
would take.
Chairman Long addressed the problem of low member turnout and getting new members. Kerry Rowland suggested radio announcements. Krista Bartel said to have a trip scheduled before hand and that
trips need to be fun.
The cave at Old Kinderhook is still open and Chairman Long will try to get another trip into it.
Goodwin project. Chairman Long announced Dam Days on Sept. 27th on the strip. He said Klaus Leidenfrost was going to set up a booth and donation jar for Goodwin. Now, Klaus is going out of town and
Ken will be doing it. There is no booth fee. Spring MVOR will be featuring Goodwin. Chairman Long read
the statistics on trash taken from Goodwin.
Discussion on MCKC letter concerning founding members. So far, comments have been positive.
CCC. There was a trip in last weekend.
Rattlesnake Cave. Chairman Long had a trip report from MSM on their trip into the cave.
Discussion on Carroll Cave during the NSS Convention.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
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October 13th, 2015
The October meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Ten members present.
The minutes of the September meeting were read and approved.
guest, Chris Dopp.

Kerry Rowland introduced a

MVOR discussion. The Weavers showed pictures taken by Karen Weaver at the Fall event near
Steelville, MO.
Xmas party. Kerry Rowland volunteered to have the party – members declined because his road
could be bad in December. Chairman Long said that Ron & Lorely Lather had also volunteered to have
the party – members declined because it was too far to go in December but opted to do a picnic or some
activity in the Spring. Christen Easter volunteered and was accepted. Tentative dates will be Dec. 6 th or
13th.
Kerry Rowland would like to host a dog roast or ice cream social sometime next year. The secretary
suggested a goat roast.
Dam Days. Chairman Long reported on having the Goodwin display there since Klaus Leidenfrost
could not attend.
Spring MVOR. It will be on Jason Synder’s property at Brumley, with Goodwin featured to get people
to work there. Kerry Rowland said there are some electric, water on site, restrooms and showers. He
said there is a 14 X 80 mobile home on the property and that large army tents would be set up. Go Howell Loop Road off Hwy C.
Chairman Long said there may be a trip to Goodwin on Oct. 18.
Morgan Co. Cliff Gill said he and Jarrett Ellis will work on the project.
Website. Chairman Long reported about 10-12 hits a week and that we need to promote the website.
He explained about the videos on the site.
Indian Burial Cave. Dwight & Rosie Weaver went by there and said that the owner is building his
house there now.
Nominations of Officers. Chairman – Ken Long; Vice Chairman – Kerry Rowland, Gary Braman; Secretary-Treasurer – Alberta Zumwalt; MSS Director – Gary Zumwalt. Historian is Dwight Weaver (Life position). Election will be at the November meeting.
MSS. Gary Zumwalt reported that the proposal for eliminating MSS memberships passed and will
start January 2016. He reported almost 7000 caves with 4300 maps with some caves having multiple
maps. A trip in Carroll Cave to DL7 netted a small amount of map for 2 ½ days. Total mapped is 20.17
miles with an estimate of 22 miles unless more cave is found. Next meeting is January 23 rd, 2016, 1
p.m. in Rolla. The MCKC meeting will be at 9 a.m.
Speleograph. Chairman Long needs articles for the next issue to be out at the end of the year.
Chairman Long is planning a trip to Kiesewetter and asked if anyone was interested in going.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
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Nov. 10th, 2015
The November meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Fifteen members present.
The minutes of the October meeting were read and approved.
Election of officers: Chairman – Ken
Long (no opposition); Vice Chairman - Gary Braman declined nomination; Christen Easter was nominated.
Kerry Rowland had been nominated at the October meeting. Vote taken. Christen Easter remains Vice;
Sec.-Treas. – Alberta Zumwalt (no opposition); MSS Director – Gary Zumwalt (no opposition). Gary
Braman offered help and support to Chairman Long when he needs it.
Xmas party. The party was set for Dec. 13th at the home of Burke & Christen Easter. A sign-up sheet
for food was passed around.
Morgan Co. – Cliff Gill said he thinks that Jarrett Ellis hasn’t had time to work on Morgan Co. He said
he would work on it.
Kiesewetter Cave – Chairman Long said that Mr. Hartwig, the landowner, passed away in September
and his family wants the cave to be protected. They will donated the cave to the MCKC or establish a
conservation easement.
Goodwin. Nov. 7th – Chairman Long, Klaus Leidenfrost, 4 MST students and 2 Naturalists cleaned up
on top where the fence will be replaced and dug in the sink. Nov. 8th – Klaus, Maria Thompson, Susan
(?), and Gary & Alberta Zumwalt put up a new orange plastic fence & signs along the road. Gary used his
weedeater along the fence and the road into the sink. Winter wheat seed and straw were spread. The silt
barrier was reinforced and a new vinyl was put on the sediment trap. Rolls of flex duct were put back in
the boxes and covered with vinyl. Ken said there may be a work trip Dec. 5th & 6th.
MCKC. Gary Braman reported that the MCKC is looking into acquiring Kiesewetter. He said there
wasn’t anything new on the website.
MSS. Gary Zumwalt reported the Winter meeting will be Jan. 23rd at 1 p.m. in Rolla.
Facebook and grotto website. Gary Braman said there were 145 hits on Facebook. Chairman Long
said there have been an increase of hits on the website recently.
Cave trips. Gary Braman reported that a grotto trip to Kiesewetter on Oct. 25th was attended by Ken
Long, David & Nate Bassett, Gary Braman & Cammie Graves, Christen & Peyton Easter, Kyle & Kaitlyn
Miller, Cliff Gill, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt. Christen Easter reported 16 bats with no visible signs of WNS.
Kerry & Kira Rowland visited Jason Isgrig Cave near Sullivan during MVOR. Krista Bartel reported on the
“spooky cave” event at Onondaga Cave with approx. 46 volunteers. She reported that no bats were seen
during a Cathedral door-to-door trip.
Program: Dwight Weaver gave the presentation, ‘Searching for the Spelean History of Missouri,’ that
he had given at the NSS Convention. Cliff Gill showed video pictures of the Kiesewetter trip.
Meeting adjourned. –respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
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BREAKDOWN
Fantasy World Breakdown:
Alberta Zumwatl to Ken Long – You’re fogging….
Ken Long – Because I’m hot…..
Ken Long had dropsy…. (At least he is still able to bend over and pick the papers up!)
Kerry Rowland (to Ken Long, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt) – You’re slower than flowstone…..
Ken Long – We must be back five miles by now…..
Kerry Rowland – Is all this cave underground?
There were a bunch of drips in the cave……
Ken Long – I’m getting wet! Sugar melts……
Ken Long to Kira Rowland – Stand here to take your picture….. (under a drip)
Travis Zumwalt – Mom probably hasn’t had to duck yet…. She probably could go under the handrail….
Kerry Rowland, adjusting his hat – Things sneak up on me….
Curtis Whitman (our guide) – Anyone lost?
Kerry Rowland – Let me check my GPS…
Ken Long – Can I phone a friend?
Ken Long was always the end….. (surprised?)
Kerry Rowland, stepping out of the cave at the end of tour – It’s like Quatamala….
Kiesewetter Cave Breakdown:
Gary Zumwalt – Ken, when did you move the cave farther up the hill?
Alberta Zumwalt – It’s hot right here…
Gary Braman – I can move back……
Gary Zumwalt – I got lucky…
Ken Long – What kind of lucky????
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Gary Braman has wienie needs…….????
Ken Long – I’m going to change the name of this place to ‘Ken Bust Ass’….
Meeting Breakdown:
Ask Rosie Weaver to tell her “roasted rat” story……. It happened in Dwight & Rosie’s early years together…. Apparently the rat got in the oven and Rosie turned it on….. How long does it take to roast a rat?
You’ll have to ask Rosie…..
Dwight Weaver – With long tubular goats?.......
Ken Long – We were below beavers….
Ken Long to Alberta Zumwalt – I’m glad I like you……
Gary Zumwalt – I don’t take the laptop where I’m going to read……

How do I get to that piece of trash way up there?

I know, I’ll wait until the next big rain and bring a canoe.
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LOG Xmas Party – Dec. 13th, 2015
We all made our annual trek to the home of Burke and Christen Easter for the grotto Xmas party.
The party started at 1 p.m. Those in attendance were: Ken & Monica Long, Dwight & Rosie Weaver,
Bob & JoAnne Gitchell, Kerry & Kira Rowland, Ron & Lorely Lather, Gary Braman, Bill Pfantz, Frank
Hurley, Linda Marg, Travis & Brandon Zumwalt, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt, and our hosts, Burke & Christen Easter, Emma (who had to leave early), Peyton and Cookie. So we can say that the party was wellattended.

After I arranged the food table multiple times, according to Monica, we were ready to eat at 2 p.m.
Ken, as grotto Chairman, gave his little speech and thanked the Easters for hosting the party. The food
was fantastic as usual. JoAnne asked why we even invited Bob since he never comes to a meeting.
We could answer that with one word, “salad!”

Before the start of the games, Rosie presented Gary & Alberta with a beautiful gift of a silver caver
crawling over a layer of amethyst on a rock. Beautiful! We thank you!
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First up, we did a drawing for the door prize. Everyone picked a card from a deck of cards. Gary B.
and Christen E. asked if there was supposed to be more than one of each card in the deck which my answer was no. But, it turns out that both of them had the same card……oops! I drew a card from another
deck and JoAnne won the door prize. The fast-paced dice game was next. Dice were rolled for three
minutes to win prizes. The winners were: Christen, Kira, JoAnne, Lorely, Dwight, Ken, Monica, Burke
and Travis.

Cave-O was next. We reminisced about the age of the game and concluded it was well over 30 years
old. The Zumwalts had made the cards. Words came from books that were available at the time. Harassment is a big part of the game and the caller gets plenty! The rowdy ones were at the table and Monica and Rosie were unable to put the lid on them. I might add that Ken and Bob were at the table and
later Gary Z. Gary B. was entertained by my pronunciation of words. Compass, compass, compass…..
He really liked that word. Dwight & Bill were very quiet, almost too quiet, making me wonder what they
were up to. Winners were: Joanne, Lorely, Burke, Rosie, Kerry (2), Bill, Gary Z., Linda, Kira, Monica,
Gary B., Ken, Peyton, Dwight, Kerry (gave to Frank), Linda (gave to Ron). There was a point where Gary
Z. and Bob went outside and Ken was quick to mention how quiet it got after they left the room! Seriously, Ken…. It would only be a matter of minutes before Ken would be making noise again and proving
that theory to be incorrect. Well, maybe he was half right…..
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Finally, we came to the blackout game of Cave-O. Prizes were a bat house built by Gary Z and the
traveling geode. Kira took the bat house and Rosie got the traveling geode. The geode had been started
by Dwight & Rosie years ago and has been a grotto tradition ever since. We expect the geode to be back
at the LOG party in 2016.
With such a great attendance, this was one of our best parties ever! Thanks to everyone that was part
of it, making LOG memories….. and to all a good night! – Alberta Zumwalt
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Xmas Party Breakdown:
Lorely Lather – Kinderhook condoms…….
Kira Rowland – (during Cave-O) Can I call a friend??
Travis Zumwalt to Dwight Weaver – Give me a good card…
Dwight – That one sucks!
Kira Rowland – Can I poll the audience??
Kerry Rowland – You won on cave bubble???
Monica Long to Ken Long – You’re an idiot…..
Gary Braman, talking about the bat house – Bat – teries not included….
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